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Oliver and the seawigs



Today we are starting a new 

book!

A) A prediction means a 

magical story.

B) A prediction means a silly 

guess.

C) A prediction means a 

good guess using clues to 

help us. 

We are going to make a 
prediction about our new 

book.

What does prediction mean?



What can you see on the front 

cover? 30 second brain storm

– A  mermaid tail

– Monkeys

– The ocean

– A boy 

– A strange monster



Time to make our 

predictions

Here’s mine:

Your turn now! You can use this sentence starter to help you



Oliver and the 

Seawigs! 

Thursday

I will know how to use inference 

and deduction



I will know how to use illustrations to make predictions.

Who are these people?

Challenge!
What makes you think your prediction 
is correct? Use first hand experiences 

of books and real life events.

Explorers? 
Fishermen?



I will know how to use illustrations to make predictions.

How do you think these 
characters are feeling?

Challenge!
What makes you think your prediction 
is correct? Use first hand experiences 

of books and real life events.

Excited?
Happy?
Curious?



I will know how to use illustrations to make predictions.

What can they see, hear, 
smell? 

Food?
A mountain?
A monster?



I will know how to use illustrations to make predictions.

This a picture of some of 
the characters in our new 

book!

Can you make a prediction 
about who these people 

are?

SENTENCE STARTER 
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What is an explorer?



Can you think of any adjectives 

to describe this explorer?



What verbs could we use to 

explain what an explorer does?



Here’s your first taste of our new 

class book!

– https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbcOyYQzmtw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbcOyYQzmtw


Listen to the beginning 
of our new book. Is it 
what you predicted it 
would be about?



If I was an explorer 
like Oliver what would 
I need for my next 
adventure? Write some 
ideas in my backpack.



Step 1: Make a 
list of the 10 
things you 
would need if 
you were an 
explorer! Write 
them in order 
of importance 1 
being the most 
important.

CHALLENGE:
Explain why 
your top 3 
items were 
the most 
important!

*Remember 
to answer in 
full 
sentences!


